of transmitted signals, which may nullify all the potential benefits [4] .
A constructive way for peak power control in multicarrier communications is to use complementary sequences [5] for subcarriers such that the sequences provide low peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) of at most 2 for transmitted signals [6] , where the PAPR of the signals is bounded by the PMEPR [7] . A milestone of the theoretical research on the Golay complementary sequences has been set by Davis and Jedwab [8] , where they showed the sequences can be constructed by a coset of the first-order Reed-Muller codes. Specifically, they reported that -ary Golay complementary sequences of length can be obtained from second-order cosets of the generalized first-order Reed-Muller codes . Paterson [4] then presented a unified theory for Golay complementary sets of size , where each sequence in the set has PMEPR of at most . Recently, Fiedler, Jedwab, and Parker [9] identified a framework of constructions of all known Golay complementary sequences of length by a matrix structure and an explicit Boolean expression.
As an alternative to Golay complementary sequences, numerous approaches have been made for near-complementary sequences, where the PMEPR is bounded by a finite value larger than 2. In [10] , Parker and Tellambura presented a primitive framework for construction of near-complementary sequences, where they applied the generalized Rudin-Shapiro construction [11] , [12] to a pair of starting seed sequences with for constructing longer near-complementary sequences with . They also devised a complementary set construction that provides a large number of sequences with low PMEPR [13] . Based on the work in [10] , Schmidt [14] gave an explicit Boolean expression for a framework of near-complementary sequences of length . In general, near-complementary sequences are expected to produce more sequences than Golay complementary sequences at the cost of an increase of the PMEPR bound. For further research on Golay complementary sets and near-complementary sequences, see [15] and [16] .
In this paper, we present a framework of near-complementary sequences of length by an explicit Boolean expression and an equivalent matrix structure. While it transforms seed pairs of length to near-complementary sequences of length by the aid of Golay complementary sequences of length , the framework preserves the PMEPR bound of the seed pairs. Using the framework, we present new families of -ary near-complementary sequences of various lengths and . The framework constructs the sequence families of lengths , , by employing shortened and extended Golay complementary pairs as the seed pairs. Theoretically, the sequence families can be interesting examples of sequences with low PMEPR for the lengths where no Golay complementary sequences exist [17] . Numerical results show that the new families produce a large number of distinct binary codewords for , with acceptable code rates and minimum Hamming distances. In practice, the sequence families realize flexible coding solutions for peak power control in multicarrier communications by providing a variety of codewords with different lengths and low PMEPR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives preliminaries for this work by describing definitions and notations throughout this paper. In Section III, we introduce a framework for near-complementary sequences by an explicit Boolean expression as well as an equivalent matrix structure. Based on the framework, we present a transformation procedure for near-complementary sequences. Section IV presents new families of -ary near-complementary sequences of various lengths and by the framework employing shortened and extended Golay pairs. Numerical results are also provided for the number of distinct sequences, the PMEPR, and the minimum Hamming distances. Concluding remarks will be given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section explains preliminaries for concepts and definitions in this work. The following notations will be used throughout this paper.
-is an even positive integer. -is a primitive th root of unity, where . -is a ring of integers modulo . -is an -dimensional module over , where each component is an element in . 
A. Golay Complementary Sequences
For a brief overview to Golay complementary sequences, see [18] .
B. Peak Power Control in Multicarrier Communications
In multicarrier communications with subcarriers and -PSK modulation, the transmitted signal for a -ary sequence can be modeled as the real part of where is the frequency separation between adjacent subcarriers and is the carrier frequency. Then, the peak-to-mean envelope power ratio (PMEPR) of is determined [7] by (4) where is the associated polynomial of at . From (3) and (4), it is immediate that if is a Golay complementary sequence, then since for any with . In general, if is a -ary sequence of length and for any with , then . This implies that the study of associated polynomials and aperiodic autocorrelations plays a crucial role in PMEPR of sequences for multicarrier communications.
C. Generalized Boolean Functions
Let be a vector in . A generalized Boolean function is defined by a mapping , which is represented by the sum of all possible products of 's with coefficients in , i.e., (5) where and is obtained by the binary representation of . Note that addition in the generalized Boolean function is computed modulo-. Equation (5) In this paper, we generalize the concept of the associated sequences so as to associate a sequence of arbitrary length with a generalized Boolean function. is the binary representation of . In other words, is generated by the generalized Boolean function while runs through the elements of in increasing order. Then we say that the sequence of length is associated with the generalized Boolean function . From Definition 1, the conventional associated sequence of length is a special case of and .
D. Reed-Muller Codes
Let be a linear code over , where each codeword of length is a vector in . For a vector in , a coset of is defined by where is called a coset representative.
For and , the generalized th order Reed-Muller code is defined by a set of sequences (or codewords) of length associated with , where is a generalized Boolean function of degree at most [4] , [8] . The classical binary Reed-Muller codes [19] , denoted by , is thus a special case of . In [8] , Davis and Jedwab showed that Golay complementary sequences of length can be obtained from second-order cosets of the generalized first-order Reed-Muller codes for . Paterson [4] then generalized the alphabet size to an even positive integer .
Theorem 1: [4] , [8] : Let be even and be a permutation of . Let be a generalized Boolean function defined by (6) where ,
. Then, the sequence of length associated with is a Golay complementary sequence.
Theorem 1 constructs a set of distinct Golay complementary sequences of length from second-order cosets of [4] . Golay complementary sets and near-complementary sequences of length in [4] and [13] [14] [15] [16] are also represented as second or higher order cosets of .
III. A FRAMEWORK FOR NEAR-COMPLEMENTARY SEQUENCES
This section introduces a framework that produces a large number of near-complementary sequences. The framework is given using an explicit Boolean expression and an equivalent matrix structure. The following notations will be used throughout this section.
-and are nonnegative integers with . -are a pair of generalized Boolean functions of variables.
-and are the sequences of length , , associated with and , respectively. -and are the associated polynomials of sequences and , respectively.
A. Basic Framework
Generalizing the Rudin-Shapiro extension [11] , [12] , Parker and Tellambura [10] presented a primitive framework for near-complementary sequences employing a seed pair, where the PMEPR bound of the seed sequences is preserved through the extension. Based on the work, Schmidt [14] gave a framework of a generalized Boolean function for near-complementary sequences of length , which is represented by a coset of . In [9] , a framework of Golay complementary sequences of length was presented by a matrix, where , employing seed pairs of length and controlling pairs of length . If , the framework is then given by the algebraic normal form in Lemma 9 of [9] .
In the following, we present a unified framework for nearcomplementary sequences of length by integrating the previous works. We have to mention that the framework for is equivalent to the one in [10] , [20] for near-complementary sequences of length . Before proving Theorem 2, we describe the matrix structure equivalent to the framework.
B. Equivalent Matrix Structure
Given the notations in Theorem 2, Table I displays the arrangement of in a matrix, where each subscript of is . Apparently, reading the matrix in increasing order of is equivalent to choosing each submatrix from top to bottom and reading it column-wise.
In the matrix of Table I , the th row vector , is obtained when the row index is constant. From (7), we see if if (9) where addition is computed modulo-and of length . In (9) , is the element of a Golay complementary sequence of length associated with a generalized Boolean function of variables with the mapping in (7), i.e., (10) where . The matrix is equivalent to the arrangement of the seed pair and in each row, transformed and controlled by and . Finally, choosing each sub-matrix from top to bottom and reading it column-wise then produces . We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: Theorem 2 employs a seed pair of length to allow the sequence length for , where may or may not be a power of 2. For the generalized case, rearranging each row of the equivalent matrix of in Table I 
which is identical to the matrix in Lemma 5 of [9] where of length . It is then straightforward that is generated by the column-wise reading of . Thus, is ultimately equivalent to the sequence generated by the matrix of the lemma where the seeds are replaced by and . In the proof of the lemma, if initialized as and , the iterative construction of the generating function corresponds to the complete matrix . Similar to the approach made in the proof, the PMEPR of is therefore given by 
On the other hand, if is not a Golay complementary pair, then (13) as they are Golay complementary sequences. From (12), (13) , and (8), .
C. Transformation Procedure
From the equivalent matrix of Table I , we restate the framework by establishing a general procedure to transform a seed pair of arbitrary length into near-complementary sequences of length by the aid of a Golay complementary sequence of length . The transformation procedure is straightforward by discarding the column index from the matrix, changing the row index into with , and replacing the mapping by a permutation of , where in (9) . The procedure is summarized as follows. , where with a permutation in . 2) Transform the seeds by (9) with , where replaces . Place the transformed seed in the th row of the matrix for . 3) For a given , choose each sub-matrix from top to bottom, corresponding to constant in the row index, and read it column-wise from left to right. Repeat for all 's, . Then, each has the PMEPR bound of (8) . Note that reading the matrix in different orders depending on produces different near-complementary sequences, which is equivalent to concatenation and interleaving applied to the transformed seed pair. From the proof of Theorem 2, it is straightforward that has the PMEPR bound of (8 
IV. NEAR COMPLEMENTARY SEQUENCES OF VARIOUS LENGTHS AND
This section applies Procedure 1 described in Section III to provide new families of near-complementary sequences of various lengths and .
A. Shortened Golay Complementary Pair
Definition 2: Let be a positive integer and . Let and be the generalized Boolean functions given by (14) where , and is a permutation of . While runs through 0 to , the sequences and associated with and form a shortened Golay complementary pair of length . While runs through all elements in , the sequences and associated with (14) form a Golay complementary pair of length [4] . In fact, and are equivalently obtained by eliminating the last entries of the Golay complementary pair and , respectively. In the following, we discuss the PMEPR of the shortened Golay pair. As a matter of fact, the sequences in Example 1 are the nearcomplementary sequences of length 24 obtained from Construction 1 ( and ) . Note that we may vary , the seed pair , and the Golay complementary sequence in Procedure 1 to generate a variety of sequences of length and . We can also use the generalized Boolean function in Theorem 2 for an equivalent construction of the near-complementary sequences. Construction 1.1: Let , , , and be given in Construction 1. Let and be the generalized Boolean functions of variables given in (14) . Applying them to Theorem 2, we have (16) where . In (16), is a permutation of , while is a mapping of . While runs through the elements in in increasing order, the associated -ary sequences of length are equivalent to the ones in Construction 1.
In the generalized Boolean expression (16) , if runs through all elements in , then generates Golay complementary sequences of length because the graph of the quadratic coset representative forms a path [4] . It implies that in Construction 1.1 can also be obtained by eliminating some parts of the Golay complementary sequences, where the parts correspond to the index with . From Table I , it is straightforward that eliminating the parts is equivalent to removing the last column from the matrix for . Consequently, we consider another construction equivalent to Constructions 1 and 1.1.
Construction 1.2:
Let be the Golay complementary sequences of length associated with the generalized Boolean function of (16) while runs through all elements in . By eliminating the sequence elements of we construct the near-complementary sequences of length in Construction 1.1.
Remark 1:
In Construction 1, if is fixed, we are then able to determine the minimum Hamming distance of a code containing the codewords . From Construction 1.2, it is clear that all the codewords for a fixed lie in a punctured , where elements are removed from particular positions of each codeword in . Thus, is at least , which is nonzero for . If , the minimum distance will be determined in Remark 2. . Also, the submatrix excluding the last column corresponds to the Golay complementary sequences of length associated with (16) if it is read in the way of Procedure 1-3).
B. Extended Golay Complementary Pair

Remark 2:
As stated above, if is fixed, Construction 2 obtains each codeword by appending a column of elements to the matrix of the Golay complementary sequences of length . The minimum Hamming distance is then , which occurs if a column pair of elements is inserted to the same sequence, where the minimum nonzero Hamming distance of the pair is since the pair inserted to the same sequence is in the same coset of . From Definitions 2 and 3, a set of the shortened Golay complementary pairs of length 3 is identical to a set of the extended pairs of length 3 used in Construction 2, where and . Therefore, if is fixed, the codewords of length for in Construction 1 are equivalent to the codewords of length for in Construction 2, where the minimum Hamming distance is .
Remark 3: Golay complementary pairs of length do not exist if there is a prime , such that [17] . Moreover, computer searches [21] refined the admissible sequence lengths for by eliminating some lengths where no Golay pairs can be found. Finally, the sequence lengths of where Golay pairs exist are [18] In our near-complementary sequence family from shortened (or extended) Golay pairs, the sequence length is (or ). Therefore, if has a prime factor where , 
C. Numerical Results
Let be the number of distinct near-complementary sequences of length from Construction 1 (or equivalently Constructions 1.1 and 1.2). From (16) , it is straightforward that (17) from all possible pairs, 's, and 's in Procedure 1. Our computation demonstrated that achieves the equality of (17) for all 's in for in the binary case , and for all 's in for in the quaternary case . Table III shows the code rates of our near-complementary sequences along with the or the maximum PMEPR measured over all the distinct sequences.
Likewise, let be the number of distinct near-complementary sequences of length from Construction 2. Similar to (17) (18) The numerical computation also confirmed that achieves the equality of (18) for all 's in for in the binary case, and for all 's in for in the quaternary case. Table IV shows the code rates and the maximum PMEPR of our near-complementary sequences.
Tables III and IV verify that the near-complementary sequences of various lengths achieve the . In the tables, the code rates of the near-complementary sequences of length appear to be acceptable for the application to peak power control in multicarrier communications with a small number of subcarriers. Table V shows the numerical results on minimum Hamming distances of the binary near-complementary sequences from Constructions 1 and 2. The results of verified the minimum distances mentioned in Remark 2, and confirmed that the lower bounds in Remarks 1 turned out to be tight at . Also, the numerical computation found the minimum Hamming distance of a code containing the codewords of all 's. From , we may obtain a code with a fixed which has a larger minimum Hamming distance at the cost of a slight code rate loss. We also observed that the codeword sets from extended Golay pairs have smaller minimum Hamming distances than the ones from shortened pairs. We predict that more restrictions on the appended elements should be imposed to achieve larger minimum Hamming distances at the cost of a code rate loss. In conclusion, we constructed near-complementary sequences of various lengths and low PMEPR from shortened and extended Golay complementary pairs, where the codeword sets have minimum Hamming distances large enough for error correcting applications in most cases of (or ).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a framework for near-complementary sequences of length by the generalized Boolean representation and the equivalent matrix structure. The framework transforms seed pairs of length to near-complementary sequences of length by the aid of Golay complementary sequences of length , preserving the PMEPR bound of the seeds. Using the framework, we have constructed new families of near-complementary sequences of various lengths by applying shortened and extended Golay complementary pairs to the framework as the seeds. A large number of distinct sequences with could be found for the particular lengths , i.e., 24, 28, 30, 34, 36, 48, 56, 60, 62, 66, 68, 72, and 96 for which no Golay complementary sequences exist. In practice, the sequence families can realize flexible coding solutions for peak power control in multicarrier communications by providing many codewords of various lengths and low PMEPR.
In [10] , the authors pointed out that the full usefulness of the seed technique would be apparent only if a method can be found to construct seeds (as opposed to computational search). They left the method as an open problem. One solution is the construction example of near-complementary sequences in [14] . In Constructions 1 and 2, we exploited the seed technique by employing shortened and extended Golay pairs and producing many near-complementary sequences of various lengths. In conclusion, we rediscovered the usefulness of the seed technique by effectively exploiting the existing Golay complementary sequences.
